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WELCOME to
GOODWOOD

Goodwood is England’s greatest sporting Estate. The first Duke of
Richmond originally visited this area of the Sussex Downs to enjoy the fox
hunting with the famous Charlton Hunt. He bought the house in 1697,
and it has remained the seat of the Dukes of Richmond ever since.
Over the past three centuries Goodwood has played a prominent
role in the English summer season. Today, thanks to world-renowned
events such as the Festival of Speed, Goodwood Revival and The Qatar
Goodwood Festival, there is no finer place in the country to enjoy motor
sport and horseracing.
In addition to the high-speed thrills of the racetrack, guests of
Goodwood can also enjoy two championship golf courses, the very best
shooting, cricket matches on one of England’s oldest grounds, and even
the opportunity to take off from a celebrated Battle of Britain airfield.
With a range of luxury accommodation, an award-winning restaurant
and a fully equipped health club at your disposal, we hope you will enjoy
discovering Goodwood’s famous hospitality first-hand.
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A WORLD of
EXPERIENCES
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Discover the range of activities on offer
throughout Goodwood, from horseracing
and golf to motor sport and aviation.
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14 Days of Horseracing
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Qatar Goodwood Festival
tues
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Festival of Speed

12 – sun 15 july *
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thurs

Goodwood Revival
fri
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*please note that these are provisional dates and are subject to change
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'Glorious Goodwood'

March Stand Boxes

THE QATAR
GOODWOOD
FESTIVAL

Perfect for groups of 12, this is our premium entertaining option and
commands a dramatic position within the Richmond Enclosure.

The ultimate blend of classic English tradition
and international glamour, the Qatar Goodwood
Festival offers unrivalled elegance and style.

Mid-sized parties can enjoy magnificent views of both the racing and the
beautiful South Downs from the first floor of the elegant Sussex Stand.

Charlton Stand Boxes
Course-facing boxes accommodate 40 guests and provide fascinating
head-on views of the world’s best racehorses and jockeys.

Sussex Stand Boxes

Secret Garden
A fabulous garden bedecked with wild English flowers, this captivating
wonderland is a truly enchanting space just beyond the Winning Post.

Final Furlong
The perfect choice for getting up close to the action on the track, this
popular shared entertaining facility is ideal for groups of all sizes.

Sussex Roof Garden
This elegant and contemporary private entertaining space has panoramic
views of the racing and includes a bar-top gin garden. You can even be
your own mixologist for a unique experience.

Charlton Hunt Restaurant
The spacious balcony of our most prestigious dining option offers
spectacular panoramic vistas plus head-on views of the racing.
With its spectacular setting in the heart of the Sussex Downs, Goodwood
is considered by many to be the world’s most beautiful racecourse.
For generations the Estate’s signature horseracing event, lovingly known
as ‘Glorious Goodwood’, has been one of the most prestigious dates
in British racing’s social calendar. The Qatar Goodwood Festival now
benefits from an annual prize fund of over £5 million, making it one of the
most significant and valuable race meetings in the world.
With a wide range of entertaining options available, there are numerous
ways to follow in the footsteps of royalty, celebrities and sporting heroes
as you experience this exhilarating spectacle, where fashion, high society
and world-class horseracing come together for five enthralling days.

"It’s fabulous racing
and the most picturesque
course in the world."

Horsewalk Restaurant
With a strong emphasis on locally-sourced food, you can savour the
finest produce from Goodwood Home Farm.

Double Trigger Restaurant
This traditional grill restaurant celebrates the best of British land and sea,
while being ideally positioned to view the horses on the horsewalk.

Sussex Bistro
In the Gordon Enclosure, this popular restaurant on the 1st floor of the
Sussex Stand provides the perfect space to relax in stylish surroundings.

VENUE: Goodwood Racecourse
DATE:

Tues 31 July – Sat 4 August

PEOPLE: 2 – 40

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
1

PRICES: From £82 per person
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The

March Stand Boxes

HORSERACING
SEASON
The season may peak with the Qatar Goodwood
Festival, but there is outstanding horseracing at
Goodwood from May through to October.

Perfect for groups of 12, this is our premium entertaining option and
commands a dramatic position within the Richmond Enclosure.

Charlton Stand Boxes
Course-facing boxes accommodate 40 guests and provide fascinating
head-on views of the world’s best racehorses and jockeys.

Sussex Stand Boxes
Mid-sized parties can enjoy magnificent views of both the racing and the
beautiful South Downs from the first floor of the iconic Sussex Stand.

Sussex Roof Garden
This elegant and contemporary private entertaining space has panoramic
views of the racing and includes a bar-top gin garden. You can even be
your own mixologist for a unique experience.

Charlton Hunt Restaurant
The spacious balcony offers a spectacular panorama of Chichester, the
English Channel and the Isle of Wight plus head-on views of the racing.

Horsewalk Restaurant
With a strong emphasis on locally-sourced food, you can savour the
finest produce form Goodwood Home Farm while being alongside the
horses as they head to the racetrack.

Double Trigger Restaurant
Horseracing has taken place on top of the Sussex Downs since 1801,
when the 3rd Duke of Richmond held a private race meeting for the
Sussex Militia. It was such a success that the following year he held
Goodwood’s first public race meeting.
Today, in addition to the world-famous Qatar Goodwood
Festival, there are 14 days of high-class racing at Goodwood, where
the colour, excitement and spectacle of seeing racehorses and jockeys
close up is more than matched by the stunning setting.
The 2018 season’s highlights include the three-day Festival of
Food & Racing, the dynamic Three Friday Nights in June – when a
thrilling day’s racing is followed by an evening of dancing and globally
renowned DJs – and the nostalgic August Bank Holiday weekend.

"The perfect setting, wonderful
racing – simply a great occasion."

This traditional grill restaurant celebrates the best of British land and sea,
while being ideally positioned to view the horses both in the Parade Ring
and on the horsewalk.

Sussex Bistro
Situated in the Gordon Enclosure, this popular restaurant is on the
1st floor of the Sussex Stand and provides the perfect space to relax in
stylish surroundings.

Three Friday Nights Experience
Spend the day revelling in the excitement and glamour of the races before
dancing the night away under the stars with the world’s most exciting
DJs on the decks.

VENUE: Goodwood Racecourse
DATE:

Sat 5 May – Sun 14 October

PEOPLE: 2 – 40

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
1

PRICES: From £39 per person

clare balding
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The

Startline Club (NEW for 2018)

FESTIVAL
OF SPEED

The ultimate enthusiast’s area, set where all the action of the Hillclimb
begins – a unique atmosphere of tension and anticipation.

The Kennels

presented by Mastercard

Combine a relaxing and delicious dining experience at our Membersonly clubhouse with the noise, drama and adrenaline of the Festival of
Speed site.

An exhilarating four-day celebration of the
greatest cars and bikes, riders and drivers in the
world of motorsport.

Clark Pavilion
Located on the dramatic Molecomb Corner, renowned for being the
most challenging point on the Hillclimb, this is arguably the best vantage
point from which to watch all the action.

Trackside Pavilions
Light, airy and flexible private entertaining space with incredible views of
the Hillclimb as the cars head flat-out towards the first corner.

Library Lawn Garden Party (NEW for 2018)
The quintessential Festival of Speed experience – combining a peaceful
English summer’s day with the noise and drama of the Hillclimb action,
all from The Duke of Richmond’s private garden.

On the manicured lawns of an English stately home, the tranquil
sophistication of a summer garden party is shattered by a piercing wail as
a Formula One car screeches up the front drive, wreathed in tyre smoke.
It’s an unforgettable experience: a visceral assault on the senses; an
intoxicating display of speed and power; a juxtaposition of genteel heritage
and fierce modernity: Welcome to the Festival of Speed.
In 1993, the inauguration of the Festival of Speed marked the return
of motorsport to Goodwood. Since then, this spectacular gathering has
evolved to become the unique motorsport garden party that it is today.
Across four high-octane days, the Festival of Speed brings together the
world’s greatest cars, bikes and motorsport legends past and present. Join
us in 2018 for our 25th anniversary event as we celebrate in spectacular
fashion, providing a memorable backdrop for both business and pleasure.

"The atmosphere, the people,
the enthusiasm, the cars – it's the
whole ambience of the place."

VENUE: Grounds of Goodwood House
DATE:

Thurs 12 – Sun 15 July

PEOPLE: 2 – 120

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
6

PRICES: From £250 per person
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GOODWOOD
REVIVAL

The Barracks (NEW for 2018)

Celebrating the romance and glamour of motorsport
as it used to be at the world's most famous historic
motor race meeting.

The Assembly Rooms (NEW for 2018)

Escape the hustle and bustle of the event and retreat to this informal,
private enclosure, which celebrates the past through this quintessentially
British Army Mess Hall.

Relax and enjoy the social atmosphere and music of this venue – an ideal
base from where to enjoy trackside viewing, Woodcote Grandstand seats,
Emporium fashion shows and Betty's Salon demonstrations.

The Kennels
Appreciate the tranquil surroundings and delicious dining experience
at our private members’ clubhouse and, when you are ready to join the
party, hop in a vintage taxi to access the event.

Goodwood Mess
Let your hair down and let the good times roll in the vibrant, animated
atmosphere. Be trackside next to the assembly area and just beyond the
start/finish line with great views all the way to Madgwick Corner.

Officers’ Club
Enjoy a smart yet relaxed trackside venue right at the heart of the action
with luxurious dining, uninterrupted views of the start/finish line, and
easy access to the paddocks, where you'll have unlimited access.
Set entirely in period, Goodwood Revival is like a time machine where
guests are transported back to a magical age, between 1948 – 1966, when
the joys of motorsport allowed the post-war world to kick off its heels
and have a jolly good time.
Over the course of an action-packed weekend each September, the
world’s rarest and most valuable racing cars and bikes battle it out on the
track. Legendary drivers and riders from the golden era of motor sport
are cheered on by visitors, all immaculately dressed in 40s, 50s and 60s
clothing and accessories.
This unique gathering offers a great deal more than beautiful
cars and vintage dressing. From aerial displays featuring rare
historic aircraft, a fashion and style Emporium with live catwalk
shows, a vintage high street for shopping, upbeat music and
dancing, and even an old-fashioned funfair – it all adds up to a truly
unforgettable occasion.

"It’s like walking back perfectly into a
black and white photograph, except it’s
in colour and 3D. It’s amazing."

Salvadori Pavilions
With magnificent views from the balcony and private gardens,
excitement is guaranteed from these prestigious and sophisticated
Art-Deco-styled pavilions, situated at one of the most desirable
vantage points on the circuit.

War Rooms
Enjoy optimal start/finish line views and outstanding entertaining in the
most luxurious surroundings. Truly step back in time to discover the
secrets of the War Strategy from your authentic military hosts for a fun
and interactive day.

VENUE: Goodwood Motor Circuit
DATE:

Fri 7 – Sun 9 September

PEOPLE: 2 – 40

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
8

PRICES: From £250 per person

jools holland
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GOODWOOD
HOUSE
The Dukes of Richmond have been entertaining
guests at the magnificent State Apartments
in lavish style since the 18th century.

An exceptional opportunity to treat this historic house as your own, the
State Apartments at Goodwood House are home to one of the country’s
finest art collections, including paintings by George Stubbs, Canaletto
and Van Dyck. From glamorous parties in the Ballroom, to supper in
the Egyptian dining room, or a private lunch in the Card room, there are
numerous possibilities.
A spectacular venue for entertaining, Goodwood House builds on its
historic legacy, continuing the high levels of service that have existed for
over three centuries. Guests will be warmly looked after by our team of
butlers, who will ensure they have everything they need. Our chefs will
create special menus using the finest produce, sourced locally or from
Goodwood’s award-winning organic Home Farm, and our experienced
in-house event planners will be on hand to organise every detail,
allowing you time to relax with your guests.

Weddings
For over 300 years, Goodwood House has played host to many
spectacular celebrations and weddings. Imagine a tree-lined drive, set
in the heart of immaculate parkland dotted with ancient cedar trees.
Goodwood House is unlike any other wedding venue; from its
meticulously restored State Apartments hung with priceless works of
art to the care and attention of its butlers, Goodwood House is the
epitome of British style.

Meetings & Events
Set at the heart of the Estate, Goodwood House is the most striking
location for any social or business gathering. Whether you are hosting
a special dinner party, conference, off-site board meeting or product
launch, Goodwood's flexible space can accommodate you and your
guests. Our State Apartments are exclusively yours throughout your
time with us, offering the ability to have one main room along with six
smaller rooms for breakout sessions. Alternatively, we can host over 500
guests throughout the House for private celebrations, with a magnificent
banquet followed by entertainment and dancing.

VENUE: Goodwood House
DATE:

Available all year round

PEOPLE: 10 – flexible

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
6

PRICES: Exclusive hire from £9,000
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The

Weddings

KENNELS

For a truly intimate wedding, The Kennels provides a stylish venue that
features local, seasonal food. Exquisite, dramatic rooms that open up
onto impeccable terraces and stunning rolling grounds.

This exquisite Georgian building combines
contemporary dining and entertaining spaces
with stylish service and stunning views.

The Terrace Dining Room
This modern space provides the perfect setting for a lunch, dinner or
afternoon tea party. The room can feature one large table or several
smaller ones.

The Music Room
Lined with the largest privately owned collection of Penguin Books, this
inspirational room can seat up to 28 people. A flat-screen television is
available, should you wish to show a video or photo slideshow.

The Library
A cosy and informal setting for your celebration or special event. The
Library and its landing area have comfortable sofas and armchairs, along
with bookcases full of eclectic ornaments.

The Putting Green
Complete with a canopy, bar and furniture, The Putting Green has the
perfect al fresco dining setting. Enjoy a relaxed barbecue or even a sitdown meal at this versatile entertaining space.

Our Members’ clubhouse features a drawing room, dining room, bar and
private conference areas. The Kennels was built in 1787 as a home for the
3rd Duke’s foxhounds. At the time it was regarded as the most luxurious
dog house in the world.
Considered one of the finest examples of Georgian architecture, The
Kennels has been meticulously restored, breathing new life and energy
into this 18th-century masterpiece. At Goodwood our aim is to combine
elements of the Estate’s heritage with the very best of contemporary
design to create a uniquely British feel. The Kennels, with its harmonious
fusion of Georgian architectural detail and modern design flair, perfectly
reflects this philosophy.
Enjoying magnificent views across the parkland to Goodwood House
and beyond, The Kennels is a magical place for lunch or dinner. It has an
outstanding restaurant that serves locally-sourced food, with the Estate’s
very own Home Farm supplying much of the produce.
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VENUE: The Kennels
DATE:

Available all year round

PEOPLE: 2 – 350

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
5

PRICES: Room hire from £480
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HOUND
LODGE
Hound Lodge is a private country retreat within
the heart of Goodwood’s magnificent 12,000-acre
Estate and the ideal place to entertain clients.
As the home of the world’s first major foxhunt and the very reason the first
Duke of Richmond bought a house at Goodwood in 1697, The Kennels,
and later Hound Lodge, were considered to be the most luxurious dog
houses in the world. Authentically restored in a quintessentially English
style, Hound Lodge offers you the chance to host a private house party,
while the Hound Lodge butler and chef will make sure you and your
guests are well looked after at all times.
This magnificent 10-bedroom sporting lodge is the ideal place for
guests to enjoy everything the Estate has to offer; from countless country
pursuits to world-renowned sporting events, or just chance to explore
some of the 12,000 acres of unspoilt rolling countryside.
Hound Lodge offers a rare opportunity to escape the frantic pace
of modern life and experience a world of peace and tranquillity.
Whether an important business event, senior board meeting or private
celebration, you can be confident your guests will have a relaxed and
memorable experience.

VENUE: Hound Lodge
DATE:

Available all year round

PEOPLE: 2 – 20 for residential / 24 for dinner

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
7

PRICES: Private use from £9,000
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The

Weddings

GOODWOOD
HOTEL

Old world charm and 21st-century chic combine to create the very
essence of British style at this former 18th-century coaching inn. Set in
the heart of the 12,000-acre Goodwood Estate, The Goodwood Hotel
provides a romantic and unique setting for a truly memorable wedding,
whatever the season.

After a day of Goodwood thrills, this former
18th-century coaching inn is the perfect place to
enjoy a relaxed dinner and a restful night.

Cedar Lawn
The pretty Cedar Lawn is lined by the historic walls of the Goodwood
Estate and has a canopy, offering a pleasant al fresco dining experience
during the warmer months for your special event or celebration.

The Cedar Suite
As the largest entertaining space available at The Goodwood Hotel,
the Cedar Suite provides outstanding flexibility for AGMs, product
launches, training or conference needs. It can easily be divided into two
areas during the business day, whilst it’s ideal for dinner dances, media
briefings or exhibitions when used as a single room.

The Lennox Suite
The Lennox Suite can be used for sales meetings, training sessions and
press conferences. It is also an excellent space for private dining, parties
and receptions.

The Oaks Suite
With views across the courtyard in front of the hotel, the Oaks Suite
has two rooms which can be combined for large functions such as
buffet dinners or conferences. The separate rooms are typically used for
training sessions, meetings and even private dinners.

Syndicate Rooms
The Goodwood Hotel offers an ideal base from which to explore
the many events and activities the Estate has to offer. With a vast
choice of inspirational spaces, whether you are looking for somewhere
to hold focus sessions, intimate meetings, exciting product launches
or important conferences, we offer numerous possibilities, within
beautiful surroundings.
Our chefs take inspiration from Goodwood Home Farm to produce
innovative menus. Guests can dine at the informal Goodwood Bar &
Grill or at our exciting restaurant, Farmer, Butcher, Chef, where a genuine
relationship between farmer, butcher and chef creates an adventurous menu,
showcasing the finest quality home-grown organic meat, dairy and ales.
For rest or reinvigoration, the Hotel’s health club has its own indoor
pool, sauna, steam and Jacuzzi. Goodwood’s personal trainers offer
group yoga or fitness classes out on the stunning lawn, or within the
state-of-the-art gym, while The Waterbeach offers a range of restorative
treatments from Elemis and Elemental Herbology.
26

Comprising three rooms – Cork, Cherry and Chestnut – the Syndicate
Rooms are ideal for team briefings and business meetings. These light
and airy spaces are situated near to the Cedar Suite and would be suitable
as breakout areas for lunch or light refreshments.

VENUE: The Goodwood Hotel
DATE:

Available all year round

PEOPLE: 2 – 200

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
13

PRICES: Room hire from £240
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MEETINGS &
CONFERENCES
Goodwood’s corporate hospitality is about affordable
luxury, and creating a relaxed and welcoming
atmosphere for guests.

Goodwood House
Goodwood House is ideal if you are hosting a special dinner party,
private meeting, senior board meeting or exciting new product launch.
This spectacular venue with its fascinating history provides a unique
backdrop for all kinds of meetings and events. Goodwood’s high level
of customer service, superb attention to detail and modern approach to
event planning offer guests a rare and inspiring experience.

The Goodwood Hotel
Offering a variety of inspirational spaces to accommodate your business
needs, the Goodwood Hotel is a great choice for all kinds of events and
meetings. Whether it's residential conferences, company focus sessions,
board meetings or intimate, private dining, our in-house team will ensure
your event is a resounding success.

The Kennels
For annual meetings, private business gatherings, corporate groups,
or a celebratory dinner, lunch, or even afternoon tea, The Kennels is a
magical place to hold an event. Product launches are often held at this
impressive location, as well as exclusive dinners and other specialist
bespoke events.

The Motor Circuit
This unique setting will inspire your guests as they experience the
glamour and excitement of motorsport at our historic circuit. The Race
Control Building is right next to the track and ideal for exclusive use
with its own private garden and outdoor bar, together with a relaxing
meeting room, lounge and dining area, and private parking.

Team Building
Goodwood has built a reputation for delivering sport in a thrilling,
creative and unconventional way. Nowhere else in the world has such
an enviable sporting heritage or such an extraordinary range of sporting
activities, which can be combined to create the perfect team building day
to aid learning and development in unique surroundings.
The Goodwood Estate is a unique place to do business, build relationships
with clients or celebrate with colleagues; it is fun, innovative, and has a
quirky personality that adds a modern twist to centuries of tradition.
From large, contemporary meeting rooms at the Goodwood Hotel
to intimate, stylish spaces at The Kennels; from private boxes with
breathtaking views over Goodwood Racecourse to the exquisite State
Apartments of Goodwood House. Our diverse choice of locations are
sure to inspire you.
Take advantage of all that Goodwood has to offer, with access to a
huge variety of activities and experiences across the Estate, making your
event with us one to remember.
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VENUE: Various across Goodwood Estate
DATE:

Available all-year round

PEOPLE: 2 – flexible

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
5

6

8

13

PRICES: Room hire from £240
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FARMER,
BUTCHER,
CHEF
Enjoy an organic approach to dining with
Farmer, Butcher, Chef.
For a unique dining experience, Farmer, Butcher, Chef is our exciting
restaurant designed to showcase our finest cuts of meat produced locally
at Goodwood Home Farm. Guests can sit down for lunch and dinner,
seven days a week and enjoy nostalgic cooking brought back to life.
Goodwood has been farmed by the family for over three hundred
years and is one of the only self-sustaining organic farms in Europe.
These organic principles enable our farmer, Tim Hassell, to produce the
best-tasting beef, pork and lamb, all of which are reared right here.
Our butcher, John Hearn, is directly involved in designing dishes
according to what cuts are available. An original approach, inspired by our
Executive Chef, Darron Bunn, means that nothing is wasted. The Butcher’s
Boards are an imaginative way to enjoy our beef, pork and lamb: they
highlight different cuts served in a variety of tasty dishes. Marrying the
expertise of our farmer, butcher and chef, the changing menu champions
seasonal English flare, showcasing our own produce along with selected
ingredients from local suppliers.
Inspired by creative designer, Cindy Leveson, the interior of our
restaurant has been designed to match the unique feel of the menu.
The distinctive bar area welcomes customers for a light snack or
post-work drink, while the restaurant allows visitors to enjoy an
evening with friends and family, or a hearty Sunday lunch taken care of
by our friendly team of staff.

VENUE: Farmer, Butcher, Chef
DATE:

Available all-year round

PEOPLE: 8 – 42

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
14

PRICES: From £38 per person,
and room hire from £500
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The

GOODWOOD
MOTOR CIRCUIT

Home to the Revival, Goodwood Motor Circuit
is the only classic race track in the world to
remain entirely in its original form.

Revival Racing Experience
A brilliantly authentic, exhilarating and memorable experience where
you will drive a selection of stunning 1950s and 1960s classic saloons
and GTs that have been lovingly restored to their original racing state.

Performance Track
Enjoy the full range of high-performance BMW M Series models,
including the revolutionary i8, and receive one-to-one tuition with
expert advice on your acceleration, braking and cornering.

Classic Road Rally
With a collection of beautifully maintained classic road cars you will
have great fun navigating around the historic Goodwood Estate and
South Downs National Park.

Spin & Slide Experience
Drive like they do in the Hollywood blockbuster movies. Our
instructors will teach you how to powerslide and perform other thrilling
manoeuvres in the latest high-performance BMW M240i.

Supercar Experience
Drive a selection of the most exotic and powerful supercars from an
incredible fleet around the famous Goodwood Motor Circuit.

Rage Buggy Experience
An adrenaline rush and guaranteed to thrill, these vehicles accelerate
from 0 to 60mph in under four seconds and compete internationally
in the Dakar Rally – an amazing all-terrain vehicle enjoyed
Goodwood-style.

Stunt Driving Experience
Push your driving skills to the limit in our exciting fleet of MINI
Coopers as you master the art of drifting, handbrake turns and seamless
J-turns on the low-grip area.

During the heyday of motor-racing in the '50s and '60s, many of the world’s
most famous drivers raced on Goodwood’s motor circuit – names like
Sir Stirling Moss, Sir Jackie Stewart and Graham Hill. Originally opened
in 1948 by the 9th Duke of Richmond – a passionate and talented racing
driver himself, the circuit underwent an immaculate restoration in 1988
to put it back to exactly as it was in the 1950s.
Today you can join the revered list of motorsport greats by testing your
own skills on this very fast and challenging circuit with a Performance
Track experience, go back in time with our brilliantly authentic Revival
Racing experience, get a pure adrenaline rush in a Rage Buggy or simply
kick back and tour the Estate and South Downs in one of our beautiful
classic road cars.
32

Extreme Weather Driver
Sharpen your reactions in treacherously slippery conditions and learn
techniques to cope with extreme weather in a safe environment with
one-to-one tuition.

VENUE: Goodwood Motor Circuit
DATE:

Available all year round

PEOPLE: 1 – 40

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
8

PRICES: From £99 per person
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AVIATION
EXPERIENCES
Discover the magic of flying and enjoy
spectacular views of the south coast with our
exhilarating aviation experiences.

Unique Corporate Days
Goodwood Aerodrome provides the perfect base for corporate
entertaining, offering a unique setting and numerous exciting activities
for entertaining or team-based events. Experiences can be tailored to suit
your needs from Formation Flying to the Heli Hover Challenge and
Grapefruit Bombing. For more information, contact:
aviation.enquiries@goodwood.com

Goodwood Aviation Experience
Before your flying lesson you will receive a full briefing where the basic
principles of flight will be explained by a highly experienced instructor.
Once in the aircraft one of you can take the controls, while the other
enjoys the stunning views. This experience is followed by a delicious
lunch in a choice of locations on the Goodwood Estate, followed by an
afternoon at the Goodwood Health Club.

Spitfire and Historical Flights
A unique opportunity to fly in some of the world’s most iconic aircraft
– a Mark IX Spitfire or a 1943 Harvard (pictured). Experience the thrill
and roar of these engines up close, flying in the skies where the Battle
of Britain was fought.

Adrenaline Flights
Test your nerve with a choice of three unforgettable Adrenaline
Flight Experiences. Try out aerobatic manoeuvres, formation
flying, tail-chasing and air combat. These will appeal to true
adrenaline junkies.

"Goodwood and British aviation
share a romantic history."
the telegraph

Goodwood Aerodrome was built during the Second World War as a satellite
airfield to RAF Tangmere. Formerly known as RAF Westhampnett,
Hurricanes and Spitfires were stationed here, ready for aerial combat that
is now known as the Battle of Britain. It was also from here that aviation
pioneer, Douglas Bader, took off on his final wartime sortie.
Today the 286-acre site is a thriving centre for aviation offering remarkable
aircraft that can transport you through the ages with a range of unforgettable
flight experiences in the most beautiful of settings over the Sussex Downs
and south coast.
34

VENUE: Goodwood Aerodrome
DATE:

Available all-year round

PEOPLE: 1 – 20

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
11

PRICES: From £50 per person
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GOLF AT
GOODWOOD
With a heritage stretching back to 1914 and two
very different courses to choose from, golf has
always played an important role at Goodwood.
36

Goodwood is blessed with not one but two beautiful 18-hole golf courses, allowing
players to choose the level they want to play at according to their game, or even their
mood. The Downs is widely considered the finest downland course in England, and is
rated amongst the country’s ‘Top 100’ courses. It has fast-running fairways, undulating
greens and dramatic changes of level thanks to its location amid the downland valleys
and hills – ideal for those who want more of a challenge.
For a gentler day’s golfing, you could choose The Park, where the tree-lined
fairways take you on a pleasant stroll across the parkland in front of Goodwood
House. All this in the heart of some of southern England’s most beautiful countryside.

The Downs Course

The Park Course

Golf’s five-time Open Champion
James Braid designed The Downs
Course in 1914, and his trademark
dog legs and cross-bunkering
make it as compelling as ever.
While conserving its heritage and
tradition, the 7104-yard course
has been sensitively renovated for
today’s golfer. The scale, grandeur
and aesthetic quality have all been
improved, enhancing the spectacular
views across the Estate and beyond,
and playing surfaces are maintained
to the very highest standards.
The Kennels clubhouse
provides beautifully appointed
facilities, with walnut lockers
and soft Pima cotton towels. Our
unique Woody buggies, designed
by Lord March’s grandfather in
the 1930s, even come complete
with wicker baskets for
sandwiches and Champagne.

World-renowned golf course
architect Donald Steel was
commissioned to produce a
design that would reflect the
prestige of its stunning backdrop:
Goodwood House and its
18th-century cedars. The result
is an easy-walking 6650-yard
course that suits all levels of
golfing ability but still provides
ample challenges for any golfer.
Indeed, the calibre of the course
has been confirmed with the
successful hosting of national and
international tournaments.
The Park Course is located
at The Goodwood Hotel,
where guests can enjoy superb
facilities including stylish locker
and shower rooms and access
to the informal Bar & Grill,
which serves delicious food in a
relaxed atmosphere throughout
the day.

The Downs Course
and The Kennels
For eight or more players with
your choice of a BBQ or a two/
three-course meal.

The Park Course
For eight or more players with
your choice of a Feasting Menu or
a two/three-course meal.

The Downs Course
and Goodwood House
For 40 or more players with a gala
dinner in Goodwood House.

The Park Course
and Goodwood House
For 40 or more players with a gala
dinner in Goodwood House.

VENUE: The Downs & The Park courses

Standard and inclusive to these golf experiences are: 18 holes of golf,
use of Woody buggies, tournament management, all range balls, course
guide/yardage book, your personal event co-ordinator and bacon rolls
with tea or coffee on arrival.

DATE:

Available all year round

PEOPLE: 8 – 40+
PRICES: From £84 per person

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
2

3

Downs

Park
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SHOOTING
Enjoy a day’s shooting in the heart of Goodwood
Estate's spectacular Sussex countryside for a
truly unique experience.
Finding an unusual way of getting together with clients or organising a
team building exercise with a difference for your team can be difficult.
A day's clay or simulated game shooting is the perfect way for
everyone to experience some healthy sporting competition – as well
as plenty of fresh air – at a range of inspirational locations across the
Goodwood Estate.
Goodwood has been hosting shooting parties for hundreds of years.
Today our team comprises an array of attentive staff who both love
the sport themselves and also understand the important details
necessary to make an enjoyable and safe day's shooting. The recent
introduction of simulated game days has provided an attractive
alternative to traditional shooting experiences, giving you plenty
of choice when it comes to selecting the right one for your group.
Whatever your preference, shooting at Goodwood is a fantastic activity
that gives you the opportunity to entertain clients or bond with
colleagues in magnificent surroundings.
Lessons are often available for guests of The Goodwood Hotel in
groups of a minimum of two people, when booked at least a few working
days in advance, while bespoke group events may be arranged on request.

Clay Shooting

Simulated Game Days

A stone’s throw below the Trundle, our Clay Pigeon shooting ground is
situated in a stunning bowl-like arena. Suitable for novices and crackshots alike, our package includes all equipment, and our instructors will
provide bespoke personal tuition to improve your shooting. Whether as
an enjoyable day out or as part of a larger event, clay shooting is a great
activity to enjoy outside with your clients, colleagues or friends, while
group catering can be provided at the Clay Shooting Lodge.

Simulated Game Days are amongst the best ways to prepare for the
season or can simply be enjoyed as an alternative day shoot. Utilising
the stunning valleys in Goodwood Park, the team has created a truly fun
day out, providing guests with the chance to see each other in action on
a variety of drives as they hone their own skills. The Goodwood team
of loaders will coach each individual gun during the simulated drives,
closely mimicking the experience of game shooting. The day includes
morning coffee with bacon rolls, a mid-morning snack and drink, and
concludes with lunch at The Kennels.

VENUE: Goodwood Clay Ground
DATE:

All year, from 15 March 2018

PEOPLE: 1 – 35
PRICES: From £144 – £600 per person
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GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
17

VENUE: Goodwood Park
DATE:

All year, from 15 March 2018

PEOPLE: 8 – 18 (experienced shots)

GOODWOOD
MAP REFERENCE:
18

PRICES: From £7,200 – £11,400
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CONTACT US
For more information on any of our entertaining experiences
or to make a booking, please call the Goodwood Hospitality
team on 01243 755054 or email hospitality@goodwood.com

Goodwood, Chichester, West Sussex PO18 0PX
goodwood.com
40
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